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Macroscopic physical properties of most polycrystalline materials are controlled by
orientation distribution of their grains. The orientation distribution function (ODF) of a
polycrystal is seldom ifever determined directly from an experiment. Usually experimental
data are represented by a set ofpole figures (PFs), these latter are some integral projections
ofthe ODF. The main problem ofquantitative texture analysis is to recover ODF from its
corresponding PFs. With any set ofPFs the solution ofthis problem is non-unique. That is
why some assumptions about ODF structure are necessary. We consider ODF as super-
position of the canonical normal distribution (CND) on the rotation group SO(3).
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ROTATION PARAMETERS AND REPRESENTATION

All kinds ofrotations in the 3-dimensional space form the rotation group
SO(3). Let a unitary representation ofthe group be specified, i.e. unitary
operators Tg exist for any rotation g E SO(3) so that

If a rotation is defined by parameters (, 2, 3) (where coincides
with the rotation axis, and I1 6 is equal to the rotation angle), then we
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get

T(g) =_ T(I, 2, 3) efiAl+2A2+3A3,

where A1, A2, A3 are the operators of infinitesimal rotations around
coordinate axes. These operators completely define the representation
(Gelfand et al., 1958). In the basis ofthe eigen vectors ofA3 operator, Tg
takes the form of unitary matrix with generalised spherical functions

T/mn (g) as elements. Ifthe rotation is defined by Eulerian angles (b, , qo),
then we have (Vilenkin, 1991)

Tn"(g) e-im-imb/enn(cos

The parameters (1, 2, 3) and (b, tg, o) are related by the following
equations:

s6 sin(9/2) cos(( qo)/2)/sin(6/2),
2 s6 sin(9/2) sin((k qo)/2)/sin(6/2),
3 s6cos(9/2) sin((/, + qo)/2)/sin(6/2),
cos(6/2) scos(9/2)cos((b +
s sign(cos((b + )/2)).

DEFINITION

Consider the canonical normal distribution (CND) on the group SO(3).
Let { Tt(g)) be a set of irreducible representations of SO(3). The distri-
bution density f(g) is said to be canonical normal if it admits repre-
sentation of the following type (Savyolova, 1984; 1993):

Tl(g)J(g) dg eal’(A)2+a22(A)2+aa(A)2,
o(3)

where O11 O22 a33 are non-negative constants and dg is the invariant
measure on SO(3),

sin2(6/2)
dl d2 d3dg sin 9 dO de dqo

(6/2)2
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In this case we have the formula

f(g) E(2/+ 1)Sp(e(A 2

1=0

oo

1=0 m=-ln=-I

PROPERTIES OF THE CND

1. The functionf(g) has the same values for the following 8 rotations:

(1, 2, 3) or in Eulerian angles (p, 9, go),
(27r qo, , 27r @),
(,,),
(27r , tg, 27r qo),
(- , 0, r- o),
( + ,,r + ),
(- ,,- ),
(+ ,,r + qo).

This property allows to reduce calculation 8 times.
2. Consider the dependence of CND on the parameters (a 1, O22, o33)-
Now we designate f (a 1, O22, O33, 1, 2, 3). Any permutation of
distribution parameters (a 1, Ot22, O33) causes respective permutation
of rotation parameters (1, 2, 3), i.e.

f(l 1, 22, 0t33, 1, 2, 3) --f(0/22, 011, 33, 2, 1, 3)
f(22, 033, 11, 2, 3, 1) ....

For example the permutation all Ot22 is equal to the substitution

b r/2 b, o - 3r/2 .
3. The CND f(g) peaks at the rotation g-e- (0, 0, 0) and the maxi-
mum does not depend on the order of parameters (a 1, a22, a33),

f(0, 0, O) E(21 + 1)Sp AI,

where At is the diagonal form of the matrix eql(’4)2"l-a22(’4/)2-Ft33(’4/3)2"
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APPROXIMATION OF CND

Consider the distribution of the following type:

j(g) 1+ E(21+ 1)e-e]l(l+l) sin((2/+ 1)/2)
/=1 sin(/2)

where

9_ = +2 +3 with i E1

and

1 21+ 1e 1(1 + 1"- In Sp(A,--l.

The distribution function ](g) satisfies the properties 1-3. Numerical
calculations reveal that j(g) approximates CND with sufficient accu-
racy. If the parameters {aii} are comparatively small (oii < ), thenj(g)
can be replaced by the formula

f(g) 2exp{--(C2/cll + 2/O22 @ /33)}-
V/I c2233

The distribution ](g) was proposed previously by Savyolova and
Ivanova (1992). The numerical calculations of CND with different
parameters are demonstrated in Savyolova and Davidzhan (1997).

CONCLUSION

The CND is the distribution of general kind for approximation ODF.
The present work gives number of the CND properties and some
approximation formulae.
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